Streams, lakes or private fisheries, Tassie has all the trout fishing bases covered.
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Tasmanian trout fishing can be divided into three broad categories: streams, lakes and private
fisheries. As Starlo and Jo discovered during a recent fly fishing visit to the Apple Isle, each option
has its own unique attractions.

I

don’t mind admitting that trout fishing
with a fly rod floats my boat. For me, there’s
something intensely appealing about this
aspect of our sport. Plenty of other species
fight harder, taste better or are more spectacular
in appearance or behaviour, and trout aren’t even
native to our Aussie waters. Nonetheless, I’m
fascinated by the challenges of pursuing these
sometimes-fussy speckled immigrants, especially
when using little tufts of fur and feathers lashed
to tiny hooks. I’m also drawn magnetically to the
rich history, literature and art of fly fishing for
salmonid species… Perhaps I was born on the
wrong continent, or even in the wrong century.
Whatever the reason for my addiction,
there’s definitely the makings of a “trout bum”
buried somewhere deep in my psyche, and I
know I’m not alone in suffering that affliction.
Lots of otherwise sane anglers go a little bit nuts
about trout, and look forward with great relish
to their next opportunity to chase these fish,
especially on fly. My wife Jo appears to have been
infected by exactly the same bug as me. Maybe
it’s contagious. Whatever the case, she can’t get
enough of fly fishing for trout either.

Starlo with a double handful of brown trout from 28 Gates.

For many years, my most keenly-anticipated
trout fishing forays were those annual or biannual forays across the ditch to New Zealand.
The Land of the Long White Cloud is justifiably

famous throughout the fishing world as a premier
trouting destination. Nothing much has changed
on that front, and I still love visiting “Un Zud”,
but I also recognise that trout fishing across

TASSIE’S THREE TOP STREAMS
Tasmanian creeks and rivers can be roughly divided into lowland
and highland waters, with those at lower altitudes tending to
provide more insect hatches and longer fishing seasons, but also
suffering more in the middle of especially hot summers or during
extended drought periods. The three listed here represent just a
very small sample, but they do make a great starting point for any
visiting fly fishers:
The Macquarie River begins below Tooms Lake and flows
generally southward and then north-west through the delightful,
historic township of Ross. It ultimately joins the South Esk near
Longford. For much of its length the Macquarie meanders through
relatively flat farmland and is characterised by distinct pools and
shallower runs. It is sometimes discoloured by run-off for lengthy
periods following local rain and has been degraded to some extent
by agricultural activity. Nonetheless, it provides excellent fly fishing
and tends to produce larger fish on a more regular basis than either
the South Esk or Meander.
The Meander River is located in the central north of Tasmania,
originating in the Great Western Tiers and flowing through the
town of Deloraine before ultimately combining with the South Esk
and then joining the Tamar. In its upper reaches the Meander varies
between being a “freestone” stream of rocky pools and riffles and a
more traditional tree-lined Tassie river. It provides truly delightful
fly fishing for mostly small trout (browns and rainbows), but there
are a surprising number of kilo-class (and bigger) fish hiding in this
stream, too. Remember, they don’t grow large by being dumb…
You’ll earn them!
The South Esk is the longest river in Tasmania, starting in the
foothills of the Ben Lomond Plateau and flowing through the towns
of Fingal, Avoca and Evandale in the north east of the Apple Isle
before joining the lower Meander River and ultimately spilling into
Launceston’s mighty Tamar. The South Esk provides wonderful fly
fishing for feisty little trout that generally run from the size of your
hand to perhaps 30 or 35 cm and half a kilo or so in weight, but
there are larger fish in here as well. Dry flies and nymphs are the
way to go on this willow-lined stream, and it pays to keep your
tackle light to enhance the sport. Ultra-light “twigwater” gear based
on 1- to 3-weight outfits is ideal.

TASSIE’S THREE TOP LAKES
Tasmania has literally thousands of lakes, both natural and manmade. The vast majority of these waters contain trout. Their fishing
fortunes fluctuate with the island’s longer term weather cycles, but
here are three that are fishing well at the moment, and which I find
especially appealing:
Penstock Lagoon is the current jewel in the crown of
Tasmanian lake fishing and, as a result, can become rather
crowded with boats on favourable days. This small, shallow lake
lacks significant spawning streams and therefore relies on regular
re-stocking. However, it provides good to exceptional fly fishing
in all but the worst of weather conditions for fat, fit browns and
rainbows that mostly run from 600g to a kilo or two. Penstock sees
some amazing mayfly dun hatches, especially on breezy, overcast
and sultry days. However, even when its trout aren’t rising to duns
they can be caught on a variety of flies. Loch-style fishing from a
drifting boat using a “team” of three flies works especially well here.
Lake King William, between Tarraleah and Lake St Clair,
is a large, stunningly beautiful body of water framed by rugged
mountains and dense, natural forests. It is virtually two lakes,
as the popular Guelph Basin at the south-western end is almost
divided from the main body of the lake by two long points of land.
With several highly productive spawning tributaries, King William
has one of the highest densities of wild trout found anywhere in
Tasmania. Consequently, average fish size is small. Browns far
outnumber rainbows and both species generally run from 20 to
30 cm, although larger fish do occur. The lake provides spectacular
and reliable fly fishing in decent weather, with heavy gum beetle
falls and good hatches. Prospecting the shallow margins with a pair
of dries or a dry and a nymph on a dropper is almost guaranteed
to produce action.
Woods Lake is situated “down the hill” below the more famous
Arthurs Lake and, because of its lower altitude, often escapes the
harshest weather of the Highlands, although it still has its bleak
days! This relatively shallow lake is populated by some particularly
beautiful and hard-fighting brown trout with a very solid average
weight. One to 2 kg specimens are quite common. Woods sees
reasonable mayfly hatches at times, and is rich in insect nymphs
and other invertebrates, particularly amongst the strap weed beds
that are a feature of many parts of the lake. If trout aren’t rising, fish
a couple of nymphs or small wets “blind”… and hang on!

Lake King William is a gorgeous waterway populated by willing (if mostly small) trout.

Starlo with a beautiful brownie taken on a dry fly during a fairly bleak day in the Nineteen Lagoons.
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Somercotes Farm produces some of Tasmania’s finest cherries.

the Tasman has evolved over the past couple of
decades. Kiwi trout stocks are under increasing
pressure these days. More anglers, less freelyaccessible water, the scourge of didymo (an
invasive algae that clogs stream beds) and a subtle
but noticeable cooling of the previously warm
relations between our two country’s anglers have
all combined to take just a little of the gloss off
the Kiwi experience for me. I no longer feel
quite as welcome as I once did, nor do I seem to
encounter as many willing trout these days. The
boot prints of other anglers are far more common
along the banks of back country streams than they
once were. Anyone who knows New Zealand fly
fishing will tell you that those trophy rivers don’t
handle pressure. In many cases, one other rod on
the water ahead of you is one rod too many.
So, while I won’t give up my Kiwi trips, they
probably won’t be undertaken quite as frequently
in the future as they were in the past. All of which
means I’ll need to look elsewhere for at least
some of my trout-on-fly fixes… And one of those
“elsewheres” is definitely Tasmania.

TASSIE TEMPTATIONS

When the gum beetles are piling up this thickly around the lake’s edge, you can be sure that trout are gorging
themselves!

Historically, Tasmanian trout fishing has tended
to languish in the shadow of New Zealand’s higher
profile, at least amongst the highly-informed and
well-travelled international “trouterati”. This
relegation of Tasmania to a silver medal position
on the podium is a tad unfair, in my opinion.
Certainly, the average Kiwi trout (if there’s such
a thing) might be a fraction bigger than its Tassie
counterpart, and the river fishing in New Zealand
can be truly world class on its day. But Tasmania
scores extremely well in terms of accessibility,
variety and consistency.
Our not-so-little island state also boasts some
of the finest shallow trout lakes on the planet:
places where sight-fishing is the norm and prolific
insect hatches are common, right through the
summer. The rivers ain’t too bad, either.
In my book, Tasmania has nothing to
apologise for as a trout fishing destination, and
that’s something I’ve been reminded of repeatedly
over recent seasons. As a result, I’m pleased to
report that the Devil’s Playground is now firmly
back on my annual trout fishing pilgrimage list.

BOOM TIMES

Gum beetles represent prime tucker for Tassie trout.
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Of course, Tasmania’s trout fishing fortunes rise
and fall with the vagaries of the island’s seasons.
Just as on the mainland, changing water levels
and the natural boom-to-bust cycles of food
abundance in various waterways impact trout
numbers, condition and catch-ability. As a result,
different waterways have their red-letter years and
also their below par ones. Keeping an ear to the
fishing grapevine helps visiting anglers stay on
top of these shifting patterns, reducing the time
spent flogging less productive spots. That can be
critically important when you only have a short
time to spend on the beautiful Apple Isle.
The good news is that record-breaking rains
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(some of them resulting in catastrophic flooding)
through the winter of 2016 more than reversed
what was becoming a lengthening dry spell, if not
quite a drought in most parts. The majority of the
state’s lakes are now up again, and the rivers and
creeks are flowing nicely. This equates to much
more reliable trout fishing.
The 2016/17 trout season is over on many
Tasmanian waters as you read this, but 2017/18
is looking like a ripper! With that in mind, I’ve
prepared this feature looking at the three major
categories or styles of fly fishing for trout in
Tasmania, specifically for those readers who
might be planning a visit next season… Now is
definitely the time to start doing your homework
and making your bookings.

new tt lures products
headlockz extreme

chinlockz Finesse

Jig spinner hd

chinlockz sws extreme

snakelockz Finesse

buzzlockz

TT Lures have taken things to another level with
BIG jigheads to suit BIGGER plastics and stop EVEN
BIGGER fish. Available in 9/0XH and 10/0XH hook
sizes, in 2, 3, 4 and 6oz weights.

Now you can fish your favourite finesse plastic
weedless on the surface or a dead slow sink with
TT’s ChinlockZ Finesse. TT Lures ‘chin lock’ system
is designed to secure your plastic in place.
Available in hook sizes 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0 and 3/0.

STREAM TIME
Because Tasmania offers so much world-class
still-water fishing (and especially sight fishing
in shallow lakes), its river options tend to get
overlooked. However, the Apple Isle actually
offers superb fly fishing for trout in its many
streams.
Admittedly, fish sizes in quite a few of the
island’s flowing waters are relatively modest,

Putting back a prime rainbow.

and considerably smaller than the trout typically
encountered in Kiwi rivers. However, this is
made up for in trout densities, and by the fact

that there are regular insect hatches throughout
the warmer months, especially on the lowland
streams. These can generate exceptional dry fly

If it’s a BIG weedless plastic you’re after check out the
ChinlockZ SWS, now in extreme sizes!
Belly weight for keeling, a natural sink and additional
casting distance, ‘chin lock’ system to secure your
plastic in place and available in 10/0XH and 12/0XH in
1/2, 3/4 and 1oz weights.
Extreme jigheads are ideal for use with the new ZMan
8” Mag SwimZ and 10” HeroZ 10X Tough plastics.

Get your favourite finesse plastic deep into structure
where the fish are. Articulated head for maximum
action, ‘chin lock’ system to lock the soft plastic
in place and stainless steel wire twist lock system
allowing you to mix and match head weights and
hook sizes.
Available in hook sizes 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0 and 3/0 in 1/12,
1/8 and 1/6oz, and 1/0, 2/0 and 3/0 in 1/4 and 3/8oz.

Built on a heavy duty stainless steel wire to handle
large and aggressive predators, and heavy drag
settings. Clip it to your jighead to add flash and
vibration, while also increasing snag resistance.
Available in small and large frame size, in #3 and
#4 blade sizes.

Call the fish to your soft plastic or other lure and
witness some epic surface strikes with this 4 bladed
buzz blade. Comes fitted with a TT Lures ChinlockZ
SWS jighead for keeling your soft plastic and
locking it in place. Stainless steel wire twist lock
system allows you to switch hooks or attach your
BuzzlockZ to other hooks or lures.
Available in hook sizes 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0 and
8/0 in 3 blade sizes.

new zman models!
ez shrimpz 3.5”

The ultimate 10X Tough ElaZtech prawn / shrimp imitation with a segmented
body and fine legs for added realism and maximum action. Available rigged
and unrigged.

unrigged (4pk) – The EZ ShrimpZ can be rigged on a TT Lures HeadlockZ HD
jighead or weedless rigged on a ChinlockZ or SnakelockZ jighead for fishing
snaggy areas.

rigged (2pk) – The rigged EZ ShrimpZ features a unique weight system that
locks in place to create a realistic horizontal sink and is built on a quality
Mustad UltraPoint chemically sharpened hook. Ready to go straight out of
the packet at 1/4oz, this unique weight system has segments marked on
the weight allowing you to break sections off when a lighter presentation
is required.

trick swimz 3.5”

Penstock brown trout are truly gorgeous specimens.
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streakz curly tailz 5”

turbo crawz 4”

» Large undercut tail for maximum action

» Popular profile now in a larger size

» Deadly surface or subsurface presentation

» Ribbed body for additional water movement
and holding scent

» Minnow body with belly slot for easy weedless
rigging and holding scent

» Thumping Turbo ClawZ draw fish to the lure

» Realistic baitfish profile

» Long, lively curl tail to attract fish and
trigger strikes

Check out the full range at

» Also perfect as a spinnerbait, ChatterBait and
jig trailer

.com.au

produce trophy fish, including a smattering
silvery sea-runners (mostly from September until
December).
For me, however, the real joy of Tasmanian
stream fishing is wading a beautiful river like the
South Esk or Meander on a warm afternoon,
watching for splashy rises and probing any likely
bubble lines and eddies with a small, single dry
fly tied at the end of a long, fine leader point…
It’s a pure joy.

LAND OF LAKES

Formerly an Antarctic training centre, Thousand Lakes Lodge has been immaculately restored and is nowadays
one very swish fishing shack!

fishing and outstanding sport, especially if you
scale down to a 2- or 3-weight outfit.
Don’t get the idea that all of Tassie’s stream-

dwelling trout are tiddlers, either. Bigger rivers
like the Derwent in the south east and Pieman in
the north west (to name just a couple) regularly

Not surprisingly, it’s Tasmania’s prolific lakes
that steal the fly fishing limelight, and with good
reason. They’re everywhere, and most of them —
natural or man-made — are full of fish, even if
those trout aren’t always easy to catch!
From the mighty expanses of Great Lake
itself to the smallest tarn or slough of the Central
Plateau’s Nineteen Lagoons, Tasmanian stillwater trout fishing is exceptional, varied and
often extremely challenging. But the rewards are
worth the effort.
As explained earlier, the fortunes of various
lakes fluctuate with the seasons. One waterway
whose trout fishing star is definitely in the

ascendency at present is little Penstock Lagoon,
on the Central Highlands, not far from Arthurs
Lake, and only 20 minutes’ drive outside the
township of Miena, on the shores of Great Lake.
Penstock was constructed in 1916 to supply
water to the now decommissioned Waddamana
power station. This shallow, man-made lake
has been renowned as a first class trout fishing
venue ever since, and it has really hit its straps
lately (especially as Arthurs has proven rather
disappointing over recent seasons).
No longer used for power generation,
Penstock’s water levels tend to remain reasonably
constant, only fluctuating slowly over time with
variations in seasonal rainfall (such as last year’s
incredibly wet winter). These relatively static
levels tend to promote healthy weed growth and
a rich fauna of aquatic insects and small native
fish. This helps explain why Penstock has become
such a blue-ribbon fly fishery.
With limited opportunities for resident trout
to spawn successfully, Penstock requires regular
restocking with both browns and rainbows by
Tasmania’s proactive Inland Fisheries Service
(IFS). Today, the lake is managed as a fly-only
fishery, with a strictly-enforced daily bag limit

Tasmania’s streams produce superb fly fishing right through the season.

TASSIE’S THREE TOP PRIVATE FISHERIES
As explained elsewhere in this feature, quality private fisheries offer an extremely natural and challenging style of fly fishing not
dissimilar to “wild” waters, but generally with much less angling pressure. Here’s my pick of the best three on the Apple Isle:
28 Gates is a truly delightful, family-run, farmstay operation located in the Derwent Valley, just over an hour’s drive north west
from Hobart. Accommodation takes the form of luxuriously renovated shearers’ quarters that now provides four-star-plus living for
up to six lucky people. Guests can self-cater or order from a lip smacking menu of local delights. This working sheep station and
commercial poppy farm boasts four lakes, each with its own unique character and feel. 28 Gates is a trophy fishery, with brown,
rainbow, brook and (occasionally) tiger trout up to at least 4 kg weight, although most of those encountered will be around half
that size. In my opinion, it’s a “must visit” destination, and one of my favourite places in all of Tassie. For more information, go to:
www.28gates.com.au
Currawong Lakes is, without a doubt, the most exciting, challenging and “natural feeling” private trout fishery I’ve sampled
anywhere on earth. Its lakes are large, wild, fertile and linked by intermittent creeks that allow at least some natural spawning to
supplement the annual re-stocking. These lakes contain browns, rainbows, brookies and a few remnant Atlantic salmon, but all of
those salmonids behave exactly like wild fish, and are far from being a pushover to catch. That said, there are regular insect hatches and
beetle falls, resulting in world-class dry fly action. Between hatches, wets and nymphs regularly pull rod bending strikes. Oh, and the
accommodation is to die for. In case you can’t tell, I love this joint! Check it out at: www.currawonglakes.com.au
Twin Lakes lies between Buckland and Nugent, some 50 minutes’ drive from Hobart. I must confess to never having been
there, but the place gets big wraps from others in the industry whose opinions I trust. It offers farm-stay style accommodation and is
renowned for the incredible dimensions of the trophy trout and Atlantic salmon it regularly produces. These include genuine whoppers
up to and even exceeding 9 kg in weight! I hope to get there in the next year or two and will then be able to tell you a lot more about
it. Meanwhile, you can do your own digging by going to: www.twinlakes.com.au

Prime blue bastard flats with great visibility, a fringing reef, and a narrow gutter that the fish patrol.
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TASSIE BOAT HIRE

TASSIE’S THREE TOP GUIDES

While each of the other categories contains my top three picks, there’s really only one serious contender in the field of boat and 4WD
hire catering specifically to anglers:
Tassie Boat Hire is the brainchild of keen angler and Ulverstone tackle store owner, Clinton Howe. Clinton’s fleet currently consists
of two reliable, late-model 4WD vehicles and a pair of beautifully set-up Quintrex 420 Renegade boats powered by 40HP outboards,
with auto-pilot electric motors up front, as well as all the accessories you could possibly need for full-blown freshwater, estuary and
inshore work, right down to drogues (sea anchors) and marine radios. You can find out more, get detailed prices or make a booking by
visiting Tassie Boat Hire’s website at www.tassieboathire.com.au

Tasmania has no shortage of excellent trout fishing guides, and I’ve been fortunate enough to fish in the company of quite a few of
them over the years. It’s only natural that a handful will stand out from the pack, so here’s my subjective and totally biased pick of the
crop — three larger-than-life individuals with quite different characters and strengths. The choice is yours (and note that I’ve listed
them alphabetically, not in order of my personal rating):
Christopher Bassano is an athletic, competitive and extremely energetic bloke in his 40’s. As well as being an accomplished
cricketer, he’s also one of the finest fly fishers this country has ever produced. Christopher’s wealth of knowledge and experience belies
his place as the youngest of my top three picks, and it’s no accident that he’s successfully represented both his state and country at the
very highest levels in fly fishing competitions across the globe. Chris will guide clients wherever the fish are rising, and while he loves
stream fishing, the majority of his days are spent on the lakes of the Central Highlands, within an hour or two of his Rainbow Lodge
base in Miena. Christopher and his small team are also the resident guides for Thousand Lakes Lodge, on the doorstep of the iconic
Nineteen Lagoons. To learn more about Chris and his operation, visit: www.rainbowlodgetasmania.com.au
Roger Butler of Red Tag Trout Tours is a unique character… Perhaps even an eccentric, in the truest sense of that term. A gentle
and gregarious giant, Roger looks like a cross between Santa Claus and a Canadian lumberjack. He came to guiding relatively late in
life, but has applied the same zeal and enthusiasm to it as he does to every other passion he pursues. Roger primarily guides on the
Currawong Lakes private fishery, as well as the Macquarie River and its tributaries. He prides himself on the teaching aspects of his art,
and on dealing with family groups, younger fishers and female anglers, all of whom he has an especially good rapport with. You’ll find
Roger’s website at: www.redtagtrout.com
Ken Orr is very much the “elder statesman” of Tasmanian trout guiding. He’s been putting clients onto fish since well before some
of today’s younger crop of guides were born, yet he’s managed to maintain his enthusiasm and passion for trout and fly fishing across the
decades. His stern, sometimes gruff exterior conceals a heart of gold and a genuine desire to share his considerable store of knowledge
with anglers of all skill levels. While Ken spends a good deal of his time these days guiding on the four very different lakes of the 28
Gates private fishery, he also happily works the lakes and streams of the Tasmanian Highlands within a few hours of his base at Bradys
Lake. Contact Ken by emailing him at: orrsome@skymesh.com.au or phoning (03) 6289 1191.

TASSIE’S THREE TOP LODGES

Tasmania offers some of the finest fly fishing for wild brown trout to be found anywhere on the planet.

The author casts to a rising trout on prolific Penstock Lagoon.
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Starlo and Roger Butler with an average Currawong Lakes’ brown.

There are so many fine accommodation options available in Tasmania, many of them tailored to suit visiting trout anglers. It was hard
to narrow my choice down to just three options, but here they are:
Rainbow Lodge is Christopher and Krystal Bassano’s base, and is situated in Miena, on the shores of Great Lake. This is a very
convenient location for visiting anglers wishing to fish Arthurs, Woods, Penstock, Little Pine, Great Lake and the many dozens of
smaller waters in the legendary Western Lakes region. The Lodge is a very comfortable three bedroom, two bathroom house completely
set up for either short or extended self-contained stays by up to six guests. A genuine home-away-from-home, the Lodge even boasts
its own extensive library of fishing magazines and DVDs, as well as a fully-equipped fly tying bench with vices and a basic range of
materials, threads and tinsels. www.rainbowlodgetasmania.com.au
Somercotes Farm, just outside the quaint little village of Ross, makes an ideal base for exploring the central east of the state, and
is especially well located for those anglers wishing to fish the Macquarie River and its tributaries. Somercotes is a lovingly maintained
series of convict-constructed buildings with a rich history and a vibrant present as one of the state’s most productive cherry orchards.
It offers comfortable, self-contained one and two bedroom cottages set in beautiful gardens, and is a favoured base for Roger Butler’s
guided clients. www.somercotes.com
Thousand Lakes Lodge lies in the heart of the Western Lakes; a series of shallow, clear, glacial tarns. The nearby Nineteen
Lagoons offer a plethora of challenging, highly rewarding sight-fishing opportunities, all within a short drive or walk of the luxurious
accommodation at Thousand Lakes Lodge. This tastefully refurbished former Australian Antarctic Training Centre provides the ideal
base for exploring one of fly fishing’s “must-do” locations. Hunt wily brown trout on your own or with an experienced local guide from
dawn to dusk, then relive the day’s experiences over a sumptuous meal, accompanied by fine Tasmanian wines, beers and spirits while
the open fire crackles in its stone hearth. www.thousandlakeslodge.com.au

of three trout per angler and a minimum legal
length of 420 mm for those fish. The lagoon is
also closed to all fishing from the end of April
until the beginning of August, and fishing is
not permitted in the adjoining canals upstream
of a pair of white posts. (Note that these were
the rules at the time of writing. Regulations do
change from time to time, so check before you

fish! And remember that you’ll need a current
Tasmanian fishing licence, unless you fall into
one of the exempt categories.)
I’ve focussed here on the rising fortunes of
Penstock simply to give you a better feel for one
of Tasmania’s thousands of trout lakes. They’re all
different, and they are all worth getting to know,
if only we had the time!

FISH IN A BARREL?
Mention “private” trout fisheries and you’re likely
to receive a range of reactions from Aussie fly
fishers, many of them disparaging. In most other
parts of the world — from Britain to America
and South Africa — privately managed trout
fisheries are an integral and well-accepted part of
the overall angling scene. However, here in the
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Land of Oz, perhaps because of our comparatively
egalitarian social framework and convict history,
they’re still viewed with a level of disdain and
often dismissed as artificial playgrounds of the
rich and privileged. There’s also a lingering notion
that casting a fly into one is akin to shooting fish
in a barrel, and therefore not really “sport”.
Clearly, there are private fisheries and private
fisheries. They’ve been given a bad wrap in some
circles by those notorious English “stew ponds”
— where tip trucks back down to the water’s edge
to dump their latest load of fat, pellet-fed trout,
while anglers standing shoulder-to-shoulder
eagerly wait to cast their outlandish fly patterns
at the uneducated new arrivals. Thankfully, the
Australian versions I’ve experienced have all been
a far cry indeed from such models.
Perhaps the most famous of all Tasmanian
private fisheries was London Lakes, the lifetime
project (and love) of Jason Garrett, who finally
sold the property and its legendary waterways
in 2003. London Lakes is owned by a syndicate
today, and remains off limits to most fishers.
Thankfully, other well-managed private fisheries
have emerged to fill the same niche.
On our latest couple of visits to Tamania,
Jo and I have been fortunate enough to fish at
two of the best examples of the current crop of
well-managed private trout fisheries: 28 Gates
and Currawong Lakes. All I can say is that
both properties offer exceptional fly fishing in
wonderful surroundings, supported by first class
accommodation and backed up by great people.
They’re also surprisingly affordable when you
factor in the overall costs (and uncertainties) of
an interstate trout fishing adventure. This type of
fishing mightn’t be for everyone, and I accept that
fact. But I love it, and I can assure you it bears no

Tasmania’s streams produce superb fly fishing right through the season.

resemblance whatsoever to shooting fish in that
aforementioned barrel!

START PLANNING!
So, there you have it: a necessarily brief overview
of the three major categories of fly fishing on offer
in Tasmania. What follows are my admittedly
subjective and completely biased picks of the
best options (in my opinion) from each category,
along with similarly subjective assessments of the
top guides, lodges and other services on offer.
Please feel free to take these selections with
a hefty grain of salt. Some of the people named
are close friends, others are acquaintances, a few
we barely know. Some have provided Jo and I

Wayne Turale is one of Ken Orr’s small team of expert guides. Here he points out a
cruising fish to Jo with the poppy fields of 28 Gates waving in the breeze behind.
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SIMPLY
SUPERIOR

with subsidised or even free accommodation
or guiding on occasion. Others we’ve paid for.
However, in compiling my listings, I’ve pared
all the available options down to the places,
people and services that Jo and I enjoyed most,
and which we plan to visit or make use of again,
whether we’re paying our own way or staying as
friends. Our time is limited, just like yours, so
we don’t make such decisions lightly. You can be
the judge of the worth of those decisions. But
whether you take our advice on board or choose
to go your own way, I’d strongly encourage you
to start planning your next (or first) Tasmanian
trout tour today… You won’t be sorry.

NEW RealVision™ 3D Sonar and
AXIOM Multifunction Displays
Superior RealVision 3D sonar displays fish
and underwater structures in stunning,
lifelike detail. And with gyro-stabilization,
RealVision 3D automatically compensates
for boat movement, delivering the best
under water imaging anywhere.
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